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A uniform dilute Bose system with repulsive interactions is studied in the grand canonical ensemble for-
malism. We present a parametric equation of state that holds true from high temperatures down to below the
transition temperature, thus providing a scheme for exploring the quantum-statistical nature of the Bose-
Einstein condensation transition in interacting gases. As an application, the interaction-induced shift of the
transition temperature is derived to be Tc /Tc
0=2.83n1/3a, where n is the density and a is the S-wave scattering
length.
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Theoretical study of the weakly interacting Bose gas had
a long history see, e.g., 1,2 before the realization of Bose-
Einstein condensation BEC. The gas may be described by












where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, kB is the Bolt-
zmann constant, z is the fugacity, a is the S-wave scattering
length, n is the particle number density, =22 /mkBT is
the thermal wavelength,  is the Planck constant, and gz
= j=1
 j−zj. PES1 has broad applications, however, cannot
illuminate the effect of atom-atom interactions on the BEC
transition temperature, because PES1 fails at extremely low
temperatures close to the transition. In the past few years, the
effect of interactions on transition temperature has attracted
great interest. For a trapped gas, it is predicted 3 and tested
4,5 that repulsive interactions will lower the transition tem-
perature. However, for a homogeneous Bose gas, the effect
of interactions on transition temperature Tc has a controver-
sial history, in the beginning even with regard to the sign of
Tc=Tc−Tc
0 6–18, where Tc
0= 22 /mkBn /3/22/3
19 is the transition temperature of a uniform noninteracting
Bose gas, and =g1. It is now generally recognized
that a positive shift of Tc takes the form Tc /Tc
0=c0na3,
but still with dissident estimates of c0 and/or  8–18. Thus
it would be interesting to obtain a new parametric equation
of state that can explain this effect.
In the present paper, we study a uniform dilute Bose sys-
tem with repulsive interactions in the grand canonical en-
semble formalism. A treatment on the fugacity is introduced
to derive a new parametric equation of state that holds true
from high temperatures down to below the transition tem-
perature. As an application of the new parametric equation of
state, the interaction-induced shift of the transition tempera-
ture is derived to be Tc /Tc
0=2.83n1/3a.
Let us start from the grand canonical ensemble theory. It
has the basic formulas












ln Q , 6
where QN is the partition function of N particles enclosed in
a volume V, 	=1/kBT, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian, and Q is the
grand partition function. The formulas are applicable to sys-
tems in gas or BEC phase. Note that they have no precondi-
tion whether z
1, which actually is just a result of an ideal
Bose gas but fails for an interacting Bose gas at extremely
low temperatures. In fact, PES1 is derived starting from the
formulas 3–6 with the presumption that z
1 because it
expands Q in powers of z. This presumption, as shown in the
next paragraph, limits the application of PES1 to systems in
some regions of the gas phase, and hence furnishes neither
information about the condensed phase nor the nature of the
condensation 1. The crucial point is that when a system at
lower temperatures with z1 is considered, a treatment on
the fugacity and the partition function should be done to
correctly calculate the grand partition function to arrive at an
appropriate equation of state.
For a uniform dilute Bose system with repulsive interac-
tions, the method of pseudopotentials 19 employs the
Hamiltonian








ri − rj  rij rij	
 ,
7
and gives the energy eigenvalues of the system as
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mV N2 − 12N − 12p Np2	 , 8
where Np is the number of particles with momentum p. The
validity of the foregoing expression requires that
a/  1 and n1/3a  1. 9
These conditions limit the validity of Eq. 8 to systems at
low densities with weak interactions. The chemical potential
 is the energy to add a particle to the system with the
entropy and volume being held constant as follows:





Notice that a particle added to the system will go to the
zero-momentum state at temperatures T
Tc, and the entropy
associated with the zero-momentum state is zero. Hence
from Eqs. 8 and 10, the chemical potential can be ex-
pressed as =42a2N−N0 /mV 20, where N0 is the
number of condensed particles. Thus the chemical potential
varies with temperature no matter when the system is in gas




and half this value at zero temperature, with fugacities z
1. Thus, when the partition function and the grand parti-
tion function are calculated, an effective fugacity z should
be introduced by
z = z exp82an/mkBT = z exp43na/ . 12
In Eq. 12 the fugacity z has two factors, the factor
exp82an /mkBT concerns the effect of atom-atom inter-
actions, and the other factor z is the dissociative fugacity
apart from the interaction effect. Clearly, the definition of
this effective fugacity only causes a difference in normaliza-
tion, but will not change the probability that the system be in
an energy level state, which is a foundation of the ensemble
theory.
Correspondingly, Eqs. 3 and 4 are rewritten as












2 + ¯ ,
Q = Q0 + Q1 + Q2 + ¯ , 14
one has
QN
0 = Tr e−	Ĥ0,
QN







ln Q = lnQ01 + Q1Q0 + Q2Q0 + ¯ 	

= ln Q0 +
Q1
Q0
+ Q2Q0 − 12Q1Q0	2
 + ¯ .
16
With the help of Eqs. 15 and 16, Eq. 5 may be ex-




























Equation 17 is obtained by ignoring the term V−1 ln1
−z−1 which is at most O2a2n0
2 /N0, and neglecting pNp
2
in comparison with N2 which is valid for temperatures as low
as around Tc, and approximating 
3n to g3/2z. The last
approximation is based on Q1Q0 and is appropriate in
the limit of weak atom-atom interactions. Finally, substitut-


















Expressions 17 and 19 constitute our new parametric
equation of state PES2. PES2 is significant in that it holds
true from high temperatures down to below the transition
temperature where the fugacity exceeds 1. The feature that it
holds true across Tc provides a scheme for exploring the
quantum-statistical nature of the BEC transition.
PES2 reduces to describe the ideal Bose gas as long as we
let a=0. In this specific case, PES2 may also be formulated
in terms of polylogarithms. It is interesting that any ideal
gas, whether Fermi, Bose, or classical, can be given a unified
picture with polylogarithms and many analytic properties
follow explicitly 21.
PES2 includes PES1 in describing the gas phase because
Eq. 17 reduces to Eq. 1 readily. A scaling operator Ŝ
defined as








transforms a function by
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Ŝfz = fez . 21
Applying this operator with parameter =−43na / on
Bose functions and retaining to order a / yields
gz = gz exp− 43na/
= gz − 4a/3ng−1z , 22
where Eq. 18 has also been used. To order a /, Eq. 17
reduces to Eq. 1 with the help of Eq. 22. Thus all perfor-
mance of gas given by PES1 in literature may also be ob-
tained with PES2.
Moreover, PES1 fails in a small gas region with tempera-
ture right above Tc where z1, thus gases in this regime
should be described with PES2 instead of PES1.
Let us look into Eqs. 17 and 19 to find out the inter-
action effects on Tc and P. The right-hand sides of Eqs. 17
and 19 rise with z, until as z→1, the former approaches a
finite value while the latter diverges. This shows an increase
in n but with no contribution to P, and manifests the congre-
gation of particles in the ground state. Thus BEC occurs at
z=1. The corresponding fugacity and chemical potential
are, respectively,









which are in accordance with the conclusions in Ref. 2, and
consistent with our base of defining z. At the phase transi-









which is exactly what was obtained in Ref. 2 by comparing
the thermodynamic functions for the gaseous phase and the
degenerate phase.
The manner g1/2z diverges as z→1 is interesting 22,
g1/2z = 1 − z−1/2 + 1/2 + 0.2081 − z
− 0.01281 − z2 + ¯ , 26
i.e., the divergence comes from the term 1−z−1/2, while
the rest of the terms converge to 1/2=−1.46. The Bose
distribution has a form of 1/ exp− /kBT−1, so the par-
ticle number in the ground state, which contributes to the
divergence in Eq. 19, has the fate of taking a form b−1
+d with d definitely equal to 0, and  as an infinitesimal.
Consequently, in separating n into a diverging n0 and a con-
verging ne, n0 should take exactly the effect of the first term

















with z→1. Equation 28 gives
Tc
Tc







n1/3a = 2.83n1/3a . 30
On the interaction-induced shift of the transition tempera-
ture, we have =1/3 in agreement with Refs. 9–18, while
our analytic expression for c0 takes a value of 2.83 closest to
the result given in Ref. 11. The shift of critical temperature
stems from the last term in Eq. 17, which accounts for
quantum fluctuation and reflects the energy level shifts in-
duced by the interactions, but not due to the introduction of
the effective fugacity.
It is perceptible that repulsive mutual interactions shift Tc
in opposite directions in the homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous Bose gases. BEC in the inhomogeneous case is a con-
densation in both momentum and real space; repulsive mu-
tual interactions will counteract the congregating of particles
around the potential center to form BEC and hence lower the
critical temperature. But in the homogeneous case, BEC is a
condensation in momentum space and not in real space; re-
pulsive interactions will favor the homogeneity and thus in-
crease the critical temperature.
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